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Students lobby 
for more funding 
for DMACC 
Photo courtesy of Jaclyn Kelley 
DMACC softball team spent spring break in Florida but not playing softball! A mix- 
up in plans gave them two days at the beach, instead. Story page 7. Shown from left 
to right are (row 1) Kim Carlson, coach; Alison Milani; Molly Duncan; Carissa 
Alben; Ara Weckman; (row 2) Jen Kaltenhauser; Joy Cadwell; Kara Jensen; Jaclyn 
Kelley; Kindra Tolley, and Jeana Crouch. 
Philips notes several changes 
over last 15 years at Boone 
By Joe Siple 
Contributing Writer 
DMACC recently celebrated its 
thirtieth birthday. In this ever changing 
world, how does an institution such as 
DMACC Boone Campus adjust? Dean 
Kriss Philips has been at the Boone cam- 
pus for fifteen years. He says that as the 
times change, DMACC is never far be- 
hind. 
Without giving it much thought, 
Philips came up with two definite 
changes that have occurred at DMACC. 
The first is computers. 
Computers a big change 
In 1982, Philips estimates there were 
7 or 8 computers on campus. Now, over 
100 computers are available. More 
computers are needed because of the 
second major change, a increase in stu- 
dents. 
Sizable increase in enrollment 
According to Philips, twice as many 
students are enrolled at the Boone cam- 
pus today as compared to 15 years ago. 
Twice as many students, ten times as 
many computers. DMACC is making 
progress. 
Full-time AD 
Another change at the Boone campus 
is the addition of a full- time athletic di- 
rector. In 1982, DMACC employed a 
quarter time AD. Today, the athletic di- 
rector has more time to devote to intra- 
murals and the effort to expand the' 
number of sports. 
Adding course competencies 
Other changes include mandatory 
course competencies. These competen- 
cies ensure that the classes taken at other 
DMACC campuses will be the same as 
the Ones taken at the campus-
used to be about the but 
the may have been llnde-
sirable is 
with course compe-tencies. 
It is well known that the world is in 
an ever- changing state. At DMACC, 
the goal is to keep up with this change to 
give its students the opportunities they 
are looking for. 
By Charles Whiteing 
Bear Facts Staff 
In America we live in a democracy. 
In our democracy sovereignty lies with 
the people. We the people elect our 
governmental representatives, then these 
representatives become our voice within 
the government. We, in turn, become 
their constituents. But how do these 
elected government officials know how to 
represent us? 
Lobbying is defined as attempts to 
influence the decisions of government. 
"A lobbyist is someone who encourages 
the passage, defeat, or modification of 
legislation-by conveying information and 
opinions to legislators."(Iowa State 
Legislature guide What is a Lobbyist?) 
But why are they called lobbyists? The 
term comes from the fact that lobbying 
often took place in the vestibule, or lobby, 
outside ' of the legislative chamber. 
Lobbying is most commonly associated 
with private interest groups, such as 
representatives of corporations, labor 
unions, etc. But lobbying'can be carried 
out by private individuals as well. 
On Wednesday, March 12, Dave 
Palmer, DMACC's legislative liaison and 
assistant to the president, escorted a 
group of community college students to 
Des Moines to lobby the state legislature. 
The student government members from 
all five DMACC campuses, as well as 
student representatives from community 
colleges throughout the state, spoke to 
their senators and representatives about 
concerns setting Iowa's community 
college srstem, 
One of the brought to the 
legislators' attentions was the community 
colleges' lack of state funding as 
compared to the Regents and K-12 
schools. This lack of hnding makes it 
harder for community colleges to keep 
tuition as low as possible, and by keeping 
tuition as low as possible community 
colleges can then create an equal 
opportunity education, benefiting all their 
students. a 
The lack of funding also makes it hard 
to keep the colleges staffed with full-time 
instructors, creating many adjunct or 
part-time positions filled by those who 
may seek full-time teaching jobs 
elsewhere. 
SAB, Bear Facts members attend . 
Out of the twelve Student Action 
Board members that represent the Boone 
campus, three members joined Palmer at 
the state legislatusei-.Tkesw Jahnsm 
SAJ3 presidknt, Arnie Herrick, SAJ3 
secretary; and Charles Whiteing, Bear 
Facts delegate along with George 
Silberhorn, Boone Campus student 
adviser. Members of Bear Facts staff, 
Lorraine Powell, Patrice Harson, and Jan 
LaVille, Bear Facts adviser, also 
represented the Boone campus. 
Legislators have many factors to 
consider when voting on a bill or 
amendment: Their own beliefs, the 
effects it will have on their constituents, 
as well as the effects on the state as a 
whole, the positions taken by their party 
or caucus, and the views of their fellow 
legislators. When citlzens lobby, not only 
are their voices and opinions being heard 
on certain issues, they are keeping the 
legislators educated and informed of the 
issues concerning their constituents. 
'Governments are composed of 
competing interest groups and factions," 
said James Madison, the fourth President 
of the United States and co-author of the 
Federalist Papers in the 10th Federalist 
paper: 'By a faction, understand a 
number of citizens, whether amounting to 
.	a majority or minority of the whole, who 
are united and actuated by some common 
impulse of passion, or of interest.. .." 
Madison realized that factions could 
not be prevented, but that they would be 
controlled by the checks and balances 
system built into the Constit~tion. 
In other words, all citizens have the 
right to lobby under the First Amendment 
to the Constitution as the right '10 
petition the Government for a redress of 
grievances." Lobbying is not just for 
professionals, it is for every citizen. 
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Computer instructor 
out for semester 
By Lorraine Powell This year the Boone 
Bear Facts Staff morc involved in the International Year. 
The focus on Mexico was opened up by 
the Boone Campus hosting the Mexican 
Mexico Week will be celebrated on the 
DMACC campuses April 7 - 11. 
Although many of the activities will be 
on the Ankeny campus, on April 8, the 
Boone Campus Cafe will provide a Mexi-
can lunch for a limited price. 
On April 9, Ruben F. Barcelata Mon-
terrey will visit the Boone Campus. He 
will speak on "Tabasco in Iowa." Monter-
rey is an architect, artist and manager a' 
Pemex, the national Petrdeum Company 
I have visited all the states of Mexico 
Dave Darling and have found the Mexican people warmCreative writers honored at luncheon and friendly. Traveling in Mexico is in-
Dave Darling, DMACC professor of expensive and offers unique experiences. 
computer literacy classes will not be By Lorraine 
returning this semester. Darling suffered Bear Facts Staff Skunk River needs entries 
a fall and a crushed vertebrate in his back Anyone wishing to submit essays 
earlier this semester. Nineteen people attended the honorary written for DMACC writing classes to 
His classes will continue to be taught luncheon at DMACC in Ankeny on Skunk River Review has until the end of 
by those substitute teachers who have March 17. Winners of the DMACC this spring semester to do so. The release 
curently been teaching his classes. Creative Writing contest were forms are available through English 
~ a r l i n ~intends to return for the fall acknowledged and awards presented by teachers. This year's Skunk will be even Rick Chapman, contest coordinator.
semester. more diversified, due to student 
:.:.:.:.: :.:.:.:.:.: !.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>::::::::::>:::;:::::::::.:.::>:::::::::::::::::::(f.;~: .? Lorraine Powell and Scott Kovach, submissions of varied essay assignments..................................... .:.. ... .............. 
................................:.:.:...........::. .........................,:.:...........................................j. \..(...
.....:.............il:):.:.:............... .................. ......:.:.: :.*:e:.:::::.:.:...................i::~:~:~:~:i~: . i ~:ii~.~:2iii:~~~arr~c~~n................. ............................. wjm Bwne Campus students, were both fmm English 117, 118, and 
.............
............................................<(.;;;;;i::l;:jljjjE;:jj;jl;jjj;:i:;:::::::::;:j;j:j::::::::::::: :.;: :,:::::::::;::::::::>:::.:.,.>:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::j::::::::::::$:::i:i:j:j:;:j::;:;;
:&gijiiiia@#@g@$:~~i:g#g~~$f#,gsIm~awarded honorable mentions for their developmental classes.;e&p m d g 8 e , ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~poetry. American Heritage Publishers will be 
..... .....................................................................;
......................................................:,:::,:.:..:.:...........:B@@m&;g$&,z&!;;&+8gs$&t.$&g@~@... 
:.................................... ........... .:. .........'.....<.............................................................. 
Chapman reported that this was the publishing the Skunk next year with 
, ; twenty first year the contest has been royalty payments to go into a scholarship 
........................................::.:.:.:,:....................... :,:.:,:.>;.:,:.>>;.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.>:.:.:.....:.:.:....................................
....................; held. This year's winners will appear in fund. The amount and number of 
:..................................................' .............. ........................ .......................................................' ' ' '.'."... 
: . . j w i i i j  
:............................................................................. ............................ the Expressions which comes out in scholarships will be determined by the 
1998. number of copies sold, but it is estimated 
f lew eommuniecrtion involved * that DMACC will award at least $1000 -$1500 in scholarships. 
Healthfair 
By Woo-Im Jang 
Bear Facts Staff 
The DMACC Boone Campus nursing 
students will participate in the upcoming 
Health Fair at St. Cecelia's School in 
Ames on April 23. The Health Fair is 
from 8:45 a.m. to 11:30 for the lower 
elementary and from 12 to 2:30 p.m. for 
the upper elementary. 
Students have been working over a 
month on these presentations. Students 
must participate to prepare for their 
grade, but they enjoy worlung on the 
Health Fair with their instructor. Ap-
proximately six to ten students are in-
volved in these presentations. 
In the morning, the nursing students 
have a presentation for the kindergarten 
through the third grade children. The 
students will teach about blood pressure, 
bicycle safety, healthy foods and snacks, 
dental care, germs and hand washng and 
the importance of exercise. 
In the afternoon, the students have a 
presentation for 4th through 6th grade 
children about CPR for children, roller 
blade and skateboard safety, asthma, sport 
injuries, healthy eating, and alcohol, drug 
and smoking prevention. 
All presentations will be presented 
through visuals displayed in a health 
booth. Two or three nursing students will 
prepare one of the above topics. Usually 
two or three students present in front of 8 
to 10 kids. After that, the students rotate 
to other kids' groups. 
According to Sandy Chacko, the 
Nursing Department instructor, 'This 
Health Fair Program is beginning the new 
communication involved into society." 
Kids and children will learn many thngs 
from this program presented by the nurs-
ing students. 
Sandwiches D im  Catering for 25500 pasons 
1 12 Hayward - Ames 
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Daily Grind 
Good morning America. How are things 
in the land of kee enterprise? Mom's apple 
pie and Levis Strauss? It's the melting pot all 
fight. But what good does it do to melt pot? 
It's the dynamic duo. No, not Batman and 
Robin, not Bert and Ernie, LaVerneand Shir- 
ley, or Bonnie and Clyde. It's Whitty and The 
Kid. Kid being my new alias for my youthful 
antics. Anyhow, it being spring break, Whitty 
and I merged once again to go on an expedi- 
tion seeking enlightenment. 
It was a long strange trip you might say. 
We embarked on our journey to the ~ a c k ~  Sack championship of the world, universe, galaxy! 
That's right, we loaded up the old V-dub and set forth on the road trip that would later be leg- 
endary. 
TK (The Kid) - Whitty what might you say was the highlight of the trip? 
WB (Whitty Banter) - Were do I start Moe ... Kid. There are just so many things that I could 
say were the highlight. It could have been the Budgirls that were out hitchhiking on the way 
there, it could have been the incredible display of hack-man-ship going down (by the way we 
got second runner up.), or it could have even been spotting Waldo in the marathon race that 
was being run as a benefit for Barber Shops Across America (BSAA). But the real highlight 
was the 39 peacell people that promised us a spaceship ride, I didn't care for the travel ar- 
rangements though. 
TK - Where is the petition to lobby hackey-sack as an Olympic sport? It could replace the 
hammer throw, I mean come on, the only way it would be cool, if it were the MC Hammer 
throw. 
WB - Yeah! What's with that event anpay, I mean when I think of the hammer throw I al- 
ways picture a couple of carpenters sitting around on their toolboxes drinking a beer, and one 
says to the other, 'Rey Gus, I betcha a Coke I can throw this here hammer farther than you 
can." 
TK-My sentiments exactly! So I'm thinking how did you like the 2nd prize award, A white 
full sized bronco and some Bruno Mali shoes? 
WB - I thought it was all right, until I found an old glove under the seat. I think the glove was 
some sort ofOrange Juice promo because it had O.J. embroidered on it. 
TK-Whitty, it has been a pleasure to work with you. 
WB - Thanks for everything Kid (that really sounds like the ending of a fifties movie). Until 
next time. Whitty Banter. 
TK-I would like to leave you with this safety message: Don't run with scissors and look both 
ways before crossing. Cheerios. 
Quality and Patient shine through at the 
69th Annual Academy Awards ceremony 
By Mark H. Williams 
Bear Facts Staff 
pregnant, no non-sense police person in 
The anticipation is over for the millions of "Fargo." 
fans, who each year eagerly anticipate the Lest we forget, that other award show that 
Academy Awards. This night, was a night for happened the night before in LA, "The Golden 
Hollywood not to honor its own. Razzies." Bringing all awestruck movie fans 
On Monday night, March 24, the golden back to reality by honoring the worst that 
statuettes, known to millions as the Oscar, Hollywood has to offer, and that is no easy 
where handed out to the winners in the differ- task. There are more movies that can fit these 
ent categories. Most of them went to the pre- awards than any other award show, and we are 
dicted winners, but a few went to surprise re- talking main stream, Hollywood, big budget 
cipients. The biggest surprise was that of Ju- movies here too. 
liette Binoche, winning out over Hollywood This years big "winner," or should that be 
favorite, Lauren Bacall. loser, was "Striptease," winning seven of the 
Out of all the winners, only Cuba Gooding awards including worst picture, actress (Demi 
Jr., for "Jerry Maguire," could be called an Moore). and couple (Moore and Burt Rey- 
insider, but that film was even made outside nolds). Worst actor was a tie, going to Tom 
of the mainstream studios. This year's show Arnold and Pauly Shore. 
was a show for the new comers, "The stars of All this brings us to the announcement of 
tomorrow." the winner in The Second Annual Bear Facts 
"The English Patient" garnered most of the Academy Awards Contest, or BFAAC for 
awards, being that it was the closest in feel to short. The envelope please, and the winner 
an epic of the old style movie. "Patient" took is.......Karen Wagner! Congratulations Karen, 
the lead early in the statue count by winning you are the winner of two tickets to the Boone 
many of the technical awards, it ended the Theater. 
evening by taking home the big prize for Best The staff of the Bear Facts would like to 
Picture. thank all those who participated in the contest 
In the acting fields, the only actor from and special thanks to the Boone Theater. We 
"The English Patient" honored was Binoche. also would like to thank our mothers, fathers, 
Best actor went to Geoffrey Rush, for his por- and families, without whom none of this 
trayal of the mentally disturbed pianist, David would be possible, and to our friends who 
Helfgott in "Shine." Best actress went to have always been there when we needed 
Erscis, McDq-d, for , her. .  portrayal of a t h y . ,  Oh, sorry, . . . .  . .got carried away there. 
. . , . .  , . .  
By Patrice Harson 
Bear Facts Staff 
Well, I'm still carrying around those 
added pounds gained over the last holiday 
season--how about you? And if the guilt 
pains weren't bad enough, panic is set- 
ting in as I realize spring is fast ap-
proaching. What? Spring is here? 
Yikes.. .the clothing covering my sins will 
soon be decreasing! 
For Christmas one year, my mother 
thought it would be fun to give a couple 
of her daughters magnets for the refrig- 
erator that stated, "Wake me when I'm a 
size 9!" Some of her daughters were not 
amused. However, I roared with delight 
at this confirmation that I am not the only 
person caught up in the frustration of 
losing the weight and keeping it off. 
In the years following that Christmas I 
watched in amazement as I continued to 
gain weight, adhng an additional 100 
pounds to my bathroom scale. In pure 
disgust, I vowed that I would lose the fat. 
Thus began the starvationJbinge roller 
coaster ride of my life. Finally, I real- 
ized that I needed to remove my self-
contempt prior to removing the calories. 
Only then did the weight begin to drop at 
the healthy pace of one to two pounds a 
week. Now, as I steadily near my goal, I 
have discovered the weight loss secret 
that works for me: what goes into my 
mind whle I'm dieting is as important as 
what goes into my mouth. 
It's no secret that in order to lose 
weight, it is necessary to bum more calo- 
ries than are consumed. However, doing 
this consistently, day after day, requires a 
healthy attitude in addition to a healthy, 
yet flexible, diet. I know many people, 
myself included, can only munch so many 
carrots.- or crunch so many low-calorie. ~ ~ 
artificially flavored, cakes be: 
fore our taste buds rebel. And let's not 
forget, those low-fat cookies in the green 
box are high in calories. Even healthy 
doses of those will keep that desired 
weight out of reach. In a fit of frustration 
we can easily find ourselves elbow deep 
in an intoxicating gallon of butterbrickle 
ice cream and chocolate syrup. 
It's at this crucial moment that many 
of us lose the fight. Some of us are hor- 
rified by our shocking demonstrations of 
lost willpower. Or, even worse, we re-
ceive an "I knew you couldn't do it" 
comment or glance from a significant 
other that reinforces our loathing. I've 
found that, no matter how much we 
weigh, we all just need to lighten up! 
Lose the disgust, whatever its source, and 
the heavy task at hand will transform 
from painful to pleasurable. 
When I've had a successful week (and 
by successful I mean the numbers on the 
scale have lowered; I don't care if it's an 
ounce or a pound), my determination and 
spirits are elevated when I reward myself 
with one purely decadent meal. What-
ever I want, be it pizza and a beer or a 
baked potato smothered, (Yes, Oprah, I 
said smothered), in butter and sour 
cream. My pallet and my soul satisfied, 
I'm ready for another week of gentle dis- 
cipline and resulting weight reduction. 
Something else I've discovered is that 
I can deviate slightly from those low-cal, 
low-excitement foods if I include some 
exercise into my weight loss program. 
No, you do not need a private trainer or a 
fitness center membership; although I 
must say I wouldn't mind acquiring both. 
Since my income won't allow such lux- 
ury, I enjoy cycling, walking, swimming 
and I even shoot a few hoops when I can. 
These are activities I enjoy and I indulge 
in at least five times a week. Finding the 
time seems easy when I consider the 
bountiful benefits to both myself and my 
loved ones. 
Another pleasant side effect to exer- 
cise is the increase of endorphins pro-
duced by the brain. Endorphins are na- 
ture's anti-depressant. While you're re-
ducing hips and waistline, endorphins are 
widening your perception of the beautiful 
person that continues to emerge as time 
ems bv0--- -.I. 
The two biggest blocks to weight loss 
are looking in the mirror and jumping on 
the scale too often. Cut yourself some 
slack! Instead of torturing yourself by 
hanging those size nines in clear view, 
pamper your gorgeous self with a mind- 
easing soak in the tub. Let Rosie 
O'Donnell, Andy Rooney, or whoever 
YOU secretly admire supply you with some 
perspective. Or plug in 
music from happier days and ease on 
down, secure in the knowledge that youth 
and. . vitality are alive, well, and safe in- 
side. 
I really don't like to tell people how 
much weight I've lost in the last year and 
six months. I get this wide-eyed stare 
and I just know some are thinking, "Gees, 
lady, how fat were you?" also recog- 
nize there are 25 pounds yet to be shed. 
Well, as of today, I've lost over four 
times that amount and I guess my secret 
is out. The blending of a manageable diet 
and binging on sweet confirmation, en-
dorphins and patience, reflect an attitude 
I can carry with me throughout my life. 
Not only that but, as Bette Midler would 
say; "I look good!" Now, what to do 
about this hair.. . 
Just like the DMACC van 
Internet "travel" on college 

responsibililty of individual I 

By Patrice Harson 
Bear Facts Staff 
Recognize h s ?  Have you read it, 
and do you understand it? When a 
DMACC student signs on to the Internet, 
there is a screen that logs the student in. 
This gateway screen is a summary of 
DMACC Internet policies--it is only a 
summary. 
Following the words "...certain mate- 
rial by minors," there is adhtional, im-Rich Finnestad 
Long time DMACC 

counselor to retire 

By Moses Lueth 
Bear Facts Staff 
After 26 years at DMACC Boone 
Campus, Rich Finnestad, Coordinator of 
Student Services, will retire at the end of 
the 1997 spring semester. 
'He will be greatly missed," said 
Sharon Blaskey, office assistant, 'hot only 
by his office co-workers, but the faculty 
and students." 
Finnestad duties include counseling, 
registration, records, and testing. 'My job 
is to help students get in the right classes 
for their majors," said Finnestad. In over 
two and half decades at Boone Campus, 
Finnestad said that he has enjoyed work- 
ing with students, and has never had any 
difficulties in dealing with them. Fin-
nestad said, 'Seeing students going into 
many majors and building their careers 
taking classes at DMACC is fun to 
watch." 
Over the years, DMACC, which used 
to be Boone Junior college has gone 
through many changes said Finnestad. 
There are now around 1000 students
~-~ ~ 
compared to about 400 in the days of 
Boone Junior College. Also there are 
more courses available for students. 
Finnestad believes that the most 
profound change was the emergence of 
data processing and computer technology, 
which enables students and faculty to 
reach more people and access information 
speedily. 
Another change, according to Fin- 
nestad, is the preparation of students to 
handle the rigors of college structure. 
Finnestad believes that the Academic 
Achievement Center has helped many 
students prepare and study for life at 
DMACC. 
Jodi Blaha a student at DMACC who 
has Finnestad as counselor said, 'He's a 
great counselor. I will miss his helpful 
advise." Dean Kriss Philips adds, 
'f am happy for him, yet at the same time 
he will be missed." 
Since he will no longer be required to 
be at school at 8 a.m. everyday, Finnestad 
plans to 'blay a little more golf, and do a 
little more fishing and hunting." Fin- 
nestad also plans to spend time with his 
wife and four daughters and enjoy some 
traveling. '1 have really enjoyed it here. 
It's going to be different." 
Finnestad said of his retirement, 'B is 
time to let younger people do these 
things." 
Boone Travel Agency, Inc. 

portant material to investigate. Among 
other h n g s ,  the agreement goes on to say 
that "Persons accessing Internet Serv- 
ice are exclusively and individually re- 
sponsible for the information viewed, 
down-loaded or printed," and that "Use 
of the Internet Service is a privilege, 
not a right, which may be revoked at 
any time on an individual basis for ille- 
gal or unauthorized use." These words 
disregarded can cost students their 
DMACC computer privileges for a time 
determined by Kriss Philips, Dean of 
Boone Campus. 
Two weeks ago, two adolescent chil- 
dren were on the DMACC Boone Cam- 
pus with their mother, who is an instruc- 
tor here. After unsuccessfully trying to 
log in with their mother's password, an- 
other DMACC student, who was in 
charge of watching these children, pur- 
posely pulled up Hustler Magazine from 
the campus Internet Service. The student 
then promptly called the chldren over to 
his screen to show the chldren the ob- 
scene material. All this was done without 
. the knowledge and consent of the 
DMACC instructor. 
The Supreme Court is hearing a case 
now concerning the 1996 Communica- 
tions Decency Act. The law was enacted 
last year but was blocked by a Philadel- 
phia court shortly after its conception. 
According to CNN, this July the Supreme 
Coun is expected to "determine the con- 
stitutionality of the law, which bans 
'indecent' material from the Internet." 
How the court rules may determine how 
college campuses dictate future Internet 
policies. 
When students use the internet, they 
are responsible for reading the DMACC 
policy and procedures governing Internet 
Service and "all current state and federal 
laws, rules and regulations included but 
-
not limited to provisions related to patent 
copyright, privacy, pornography, dis-
crimination, harassment, hostile envi-
ronment, prohibited dissemination of 
creation material to minors, and prohib- 
ited acquisition of certain material by mi- 
nors." 
When it comes to DMACC property, 
students and employees are treated ~ r ~ 
equally, and DMACC computers, i.e. 
DMACC equipment, are DMACC prop- 
erty. 
DMACC's,techwlogy policy and pro- 
cedures are available on every campus. 
Students may ask for them in the library. 
If students choose not to go to the library 
and read the policy and procedures, stu- 
dents will not be allowed to use the ex- 
cuse "I didn't know" if caught abusing 
the Internet. 
DMACC Assistant to the President 
and General Council, Gordon Greta said, 
"When you are driving a vehicle, it is 
your responsibility to know the traffic 
laws. Not knowing the laws is not an ex- 
cuse for breaking them and will not dis- 
miss a charge for disobeying those laws." 
Greta said that DMACC's Internet 
Services are considered a college re-
source, .just as college vehicles are. In-
ternet services are in the same category as 
all other college property. A student or 
employee would not use a DMACC vehi- 
cle to go on a personal vacation or trip. 
Nor would a student or employee use the 
DMACC Internet for such personal uses, 
such as planning a personal vacation or 
trip. 
Kriss Philips, Executive Dean of 
DMACC's Boone Campus, said, "What 
may be offensive to some may not be of- 
fensive to me. People seem to go to ex- 
tremes when addressing this issue. Do 
we allow everything to come over the In- 
ternet, or will the regulation of certain 
information made available through the 
Internet be considered censorship?" 
Phlips said, "Anything accessed on 
the Internet should be educationally re- 
lated. I don't want anything done on the 
college computers that could be consid- 
ered offensive to someone else." 
DMACC student access to the Internet 
began last fall, and four students have 
been disciplined since last fall for im- 
proper use of the Internet. These stu- 
dents' Internet privileges were removed 
for a period of time determined by the 
dean. 
Common sense guides students on 
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to properly use the campus Internet. 
:xample, if an employee or student 
ising the campus telephones to make 
nal long distance phone calls, that 
oyee or student would be disciplined. 
LCC'S concept is that it is the em- 
:e's and student's personal respon- 
g to become familiar with 
iCC's policies concerning Internet, 
il and all college computer usage. 
"Pornographic materials are unsuit- 
for minors and are against the law. 
:ver, it is impossible to set up the 
lanics that would prevent people 
abusing the Internet," said Greta. 
reta said that DMACC does not have 
(dent handbook that dddresses Col- 
computer usage by students because 
problems can arise when institu- 
try to summarize a law. Greta said, 
lmarizing a law is like summarizing 
ce recipe." Greta explained that if 
tell the cook to just add some flour, 
: eggs and some sugar, the recipe is 
nplete. Then, when the cake falls or 
n't turn out the way it was expected 
he cook will blame the person who 
narized the recipe instead of giving 
led directions and instructions. 
maries tend to mislead people and 
them the impression that they 
ldn't be punished because the cake 
't turn out. 
Ron Erickson, LAN Equipment Spe- 
st for DMACC's Boone Campus, said 
DMACC students are adults and that 
net blocks should not be necessary to 
re responsible use of the Internet. 
tson said that it has been his experi- 
that even when information is made 
lable to students, students often don't 
it. "DMACC's computer policy is 
:d in the computer lab on the wall-- 
the signs!" says Erickson. 
In the DMACC Internet Agreement, 
,ence is made to DMACC Policy 
and Procedures H 725, B 230, ES 
261, I 665 and "such other DMACC 
Policies and Procedures." When re-
searched further readers will discover 
these materials contain information re-
garding the restricted use of college prop- 
erty by college employees and students. 
DMACC Board Policy 6021 states 
"Employees or students are specifically 
prohibited from using College owned 
facilities, equipment, vehicles, tools, en- 
ergy, or any other assets or services for 
personal use unless authorized in accor- 
dance with approved adrmnistrative pro- 
cedures. College resources are to be used 
only for activities consistent with the 
College's objectives and service to the 
community." 
Procedure B 230 states that "Personal 
use of college property for personal profit 
or entrepreneurial purposes is strictly 
forbidden." Procedure H 725 refers to 
political activity and restricted use of 
college property. ES 26 1 is the Student 
Conduct, Discipline and Appeals Proce- 
dure that encompasses students' behavior 
while on college property, at cooperating 
agencies, or while in attendance at col- 
lege sponsored activities or events. 
I 665.1, "Information Technologies , 
Procedures," should look familiar to all 
students because it's posted on the com- 
puter lab wall. 
The purpose of I 665.1 is "to establish 
procedures for the cost-effective admini- 
stration and use of the college computer 
network, individual computers and re-
lated information systems. College com- 
puter resources represent a substantial 
and ongoing investment of public funds 
which the college has an obligation to 
utilize for purposes which serve the pub- 
lic interest consistent with the college's 
educational mission." 
Erickson said, "If a student is having 
trouble logging in, the F1 function key 
will access the "HELP directory and give 
students excellent instructions on the 
proper procedures to follow. There are 
also clear and concise instructions posted 
on the computer lab windows as you enter 
the lab explaining how to select a printer 
and save files." If you have any questions 
or problems, computer lab assistants are 
available at certain omes during the com- 
puter lab hours that are posted. 
Erickson and Philips also want stu- 
dents to realize that the-computer games 
are a "bonus" on Boone Campus. The 
Ankeny Campus does not allow games ofi 
their computers. Boone Campus justifies 
the games' appearance with the "dexterity 
and the mouse" reasoning that is common 
on many college campuses. 
"Feel free to politely request quiet and 
a screen if the user is playing a game. If 
you are not using the computer for edu- 
cational purposes during peak usage 
times, please give up your chair," said 
Erickson. 
Between 1400 and 1500 students have 
accessed the Internet Service since its in- 
troduction to Boone Campus, and "most 
of these students are responsible and 
courteous," said Philips. "DMACC's 
Boone Campus lsciplinary goal is not to 
revoke Internet privileges. Our goal is 
that people will not be offended." 
n e Civilized W a j o  rity 

By Patrice Harson 
Bear Facts Staff 
It's 11:OO a.m. on a Wednesday. The 
DMACC computer lab on Boone Campus is 
busy--only four open screens in the room. 
Two students are carrying on a light-
hearted conversation, but they are doing so 
softly. Only three students have computer 
games up on their screens, and since no one is 
standing at the door waiting for a chair, that's 
cool. There's even a lab assistant at the front 
of the room making a sincere effort to solve 
one of those computer mysteries for a con-
fused student. 
This productive, concentration-inducing 
atmosphere is what those students who take 
their education seriously call "computer lab 
heaven." 
Unfortunately, the scene just described is 
not depicted as often as we'd like. Sure, there 
are times--especially on Friday afternoons- 
when some of us feel a little crazy and ex- 
change laughter and loud words in this room 
normally reserved for quiet study. As long as 
the noise level isn't too high--and we limit 
these escape-valve moments needed from time 
to time by stressed-out students--no one seems 
to object. 
However, there are too many occasions 
when some of us want to ask certain students 
sitting next to us if they know the meaning of 
the word "courteous." We wish questionable 
conversations would be taken out into the hall, 
and we wonder why some students believe we 
all need to know how well they are doing on 
the computer game the entire lab hears them 
playing. We're not impressed, really, we're 
not. Many of us are, however, annoyed. 
The annoyed student has some options at 
this point. One, is to leave the lab in disgust 
and complain to the first person you see in the 
hall--although it may make you feel better, 
this plan has minimal results. I've experi- 
enced great things when I politely turn to the 
mild offender and peacefully make it known 
that I am trying to concentrate. The latter 
seems to produce the outcome I'm after, and 
ment. We're far from perfect, we screw up 
from time to time, too--and in recognizing 
this, we are proud that our civility prevails 
over disrespect. 
We're not interested in scoring points with 
the dean, or with the instructors, or with the 
librarians. We're interested in our fellow stu- 
dents' well-being. We're interested in getting 
the grades we deserve by doing the work to 
the best of our ability. We're also very busy 
people, here on campus to be educated in a 
positive way--not to be irritated by those who, 
no matter what their age, aren't quite grown 
up enough to recognize the wisdom reflected 
in the phrase "an appropriate time and an ap- 
propriate place." 
I've found that most students are accommo- 
dating. There are, nonetheless, other issues 
that I feel need to be addressed. 
To the two gentlemen (?) I witnessed 
having a little "fun" over the Internet by ly- 
ing to some naive soul about their identities 
and addressees--if I were you guys, I'd lie, 
too--because from what I heard, I wouldn't be 
proud of the real thing, either. 
To the student I witnessed running three 
copies of her 26-page, whatever that was 
during the busiest lab time of the day--was 
that really necessary, or do you just enjoy 
abusing your printing privileges by wasting 
massive amounts of paper and other students' 
time? 
And to the tikes disguised as 18 and 19- 
year-olds who cry "But we were here, first!" 
when politely asked to give up their game- 
playing chairs during peak lab times--
welcome to the real world kids, where adults 
make it and those stuck in the whinezone 
eventually find themselves left 
behind--far behind. 
And by the way, the next time you're 
tempted to call up something on the Internet 
that is totally obscene and undoubtedly vio- 
lates DMACC policy--be aware that one very 
effective, evidence-producing eye is watching- 
-and so are many of the offended students sit- 
ting next to you. Will any students rat on 
you? The majority probably won't. Would I? 
Probably not, however, I would attempt to 
embarrass you by aslung you face to face in a 
voice for all to hear; "So, what class are you 
in that requires you to call up this obscene 
material?" 
When our homework is complete, the ma- 
jority of us can't log out fast enough when 
politeljl asked to clear a computer chair. The 
majority of us realize that what we do at home 
on our own computers is our business, as long 
as innocent children and our constitutional 
rights are protected--and no state and federal 
rules and regulations are broken. But while 
on DMACC computers, our common sense 
tells us that DMACC time is not a good time 
to pull up anything undoubtedly obscene or to 
sexually harass or deceive anyone, whether 
that person is sitting next to us or is many 
miles away. 
We're not brown nosers, we're adults. 
We're not angels, we're people of good judg- 
Open 11-10 Sunday - Saturday 
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Terry Jamieson 
Everyone knows Terry Jamieson as the 
DMACC Athletic Director. But, do you 
know that at one time Jamieson was a 
state trooper in Arkansas? 
Jamieson worked as a state trooper in 
Arkansas during the years that President 
Bill Clinton was Governor Clinton and 
when Jim Guy Tucker was still in ofice. 
Jamieson says about Tucker, "tIe began 
his career as a crooked lawyer and 
remained one." 
In the course of his two -year career as 
a trooper, Jamieson spoke personally with 
state trooper Roger Perry who was one of 
the main sources who leaked to the 
national publications Governor Clinton's 
private liasons with women. Perry, in 
fact, was Clinton's driver on several of 
these occasions. Jamieson states that in 
Arkansas, "It was common knowledge 
that Clinton was a lady's man and 
exemplified a lack of morals." 
Jamieson adds, however, that "I'm 
down on politics as a whole. To me, Bill 
Clinton and Newt Gingrich are the same 
thing. Politics has had foul persons with 
little or no moral character." 
Jamieson believes that the only 
president who has not carried around any 
baggage is George Bush. But, as for the 
-rest of politics, he believes that it is a 
"business of large scale corruption or 
what is commonly known as the 'good ole 
boy syndrome' ." 
Jamieson adds that Hillary Clinton is 
a very independent thinker and very 
career-minded with her own objectives 
she hopes to carry out. She is the first 
President's wife who has stepped forward 
and introduced legislation in the U.S. 
Congress. 
He thinks that "politicians are afraid 
to take a stand. They are out for their own 
personal advancement in the political 
arena rather than looking after the needs 
of the many. They follow the green." 
He reports that in this nation "money 
can buy you justice." From his own 
personal experiences as a state trooper, he 
can attest to the fact that attorneys and 
prosecutors have tried to buy him off. In 
Arkansas, the state police are the most 
pressure. You must let your mind dictate 
to your body." 
With this philosophy in his mind and 
heart, Jamieson graduated first in his 
class at the police academy. However, 
after two years and several close calls, he 
sat down and evaluated his life's 
priorities. In doing so, he realized that 
what was the most important to him were 
his wife and children. With his life 
prioritized in this way and led by a 
spiritual force, he took the job at 
DMACC. 
Jamieson does not consider himself 
just an athletic director. He has tried to 
involve himself in activities for everyone. 
Although life at DMACC may not be as 
exciting as life as a state trooper, it has its 
rewards. He enjoys working with the 
athletes and hopes he can give them a 
step in the right direction. 
What would Jamieson consider a bad 
quality about himself? "I don't care what 
anyone thinks of me." 
What does he consider his best 
quality? "I'm not afraid to admit I made a 
mistake." 
To sum up his philosophy of life in 
one sentence, Jamieson said, "When I 
believe in doing something, I set my mind 
to make it happen." 
powehl  influence in the state, said 
Jamieson. 
Jamieson loved the fast pace and 
excitement involved with being a state 
trooper. He worked with some great 
people. He remembers his sergeant with 
deep reverence who looked at him with 
penetrating eyes and said: "You can't 




Boone DMACCS Rezoo~nersclub is 
offering two $150 scholarsl~ipsfor surn-
liier courses. The deadline for submitting 
applici~tionsis April 18. Applications 
Suzanne La Brot 
Kara Jacob 
Why do people want to clone? If they 
are talking about increasing the 
population, we don't need any more 
people In the world. If they are 
cloning for a super race, that would 
create a very unlnteresting world wlth 
less personality differences. 
It's bad because they expose too much 
of the information to the public. It will 
hurt the coming generations. 
Tom Buchwald 
Denise Moore I thlnk ~t's bad. There's golng to be 
deformities and mutations from It. Just 
I think It shouldn't be done. Let nature like Jurassic Park, children may be 
take Its course. comlng out wlth 6 flngers. 
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Mix-up in Panama 

DMACC baseball 5-5 

o n  spring break trip 

By Joe Siple 
Contributing Writer, baseball player We moved from the 'pstairs the 
downstairs. Although "nice" may not be 
the right word, it is at least more sanitary 3/22/97 than before. The best part of the trip so 
The phrase ''bright and doesn't far is the weather -- 80" and sunny today. 
even apply in this situation. The alarm 1 1'11 read a book until I turn in. 
clock woke us up shortly after 4 a.m., and 3/24/97
the sun was yet to rise. The scheduled The days seem to be getting less leaving time was 5:30, but we were re- 
eventful now. We went to Crowder, MO, 
wired to be there at 5 to load the three for two games today The first againn 
vans we took. Kirkwood was a 13-4 victory. Then we Kansas City was the first destination, played Crowder C.C. 
We tried to get cOmfonabl~ to They had some huge guys and prelty much took it to us. 1 
catch up On some 'lee'' The vans were don't remember the final score, but it
not cooperating. No leg room and fre- 

quent bumps were doing their best to pre- 
 After the hour drive back, we had the 
vent us from sleeping. 
rest of the evening to ourselves. After 
When Kansas City supper, I read my book and wandered 
us with sunny skies and 700 weather, we around the campus. Nice weather again 
prepared for a double header. Longvlew 
C C. out of Kansas City was our first OP today, mid 7os, but the wind was an un-
real 50 mph - not -- but
'Orient' We a two-1un lead in the tent throughout the games. Tomorrow is last innings 40 fall by a,score of 7-6 -- we 
supposed to be rainy and cooler. Only
were not at our best by any means. one game scheduled for 1 1 a.m. 
Iowa Central Community College was 3/25/97 
next. We played 100% better and won 
~ ~ was quite a bit cooler. Turtle- ad ~
10-0 in 5 innings. necks were necessary to keep warm on the 
The rest of the trip through Missouri field. Rains from last night delayed the 
and Oklahoma was also sleepless, but game until 3 p.m. We played one game 
scenery provided some entertainment. today -- dropped a game we should have 
Once we arrived in Miami, OK, we won, falling to 7-4 overall. This time we 
waited around for an and a half be- get a chance to redeem ourselves 'cause 
fore finding Out where we got to stay. I we play the same NE Oklahoma team to- 
don't think we were expected! 
morrow.We did things like shaking the vans Excessive amounts of free time re- 
and each other around for sulted in some made-up games, like golf 
amusement we were we that involves baseball and bats with a tree 
move our stuff in. Once inside. there was as the .hole.,, Tomorrow is supposed to 
a mutual reaction, a combination of shock be nicer again Just the time now
and disbelief. We attempted to move four until I go to sleep. 
mattresses into a lO'X14' "prison cell" as 
the players called it. 3/27/97 
Didn't write yesterday, but we got our 3/23/97 
redemption against NE Oklahoma, only 
Seven o'clock came early, but not as to fall to Sauk Valley, IL. It was much 
early as four. After we all finished show- nicer and the majority of the team was out 
ering (only one shower), we went to getting a tan. I'm sure it will be gone 
Wendy's for breakfast. I don't think I before long when we get back to Boone. 
brought enough money for the whole We are finished with all our games 
week. Finally, it was time to do what we now. We ended up with a disappointing 
came here for, play ball. 5-5 record on the trip. Had we played up 
The first game against Carl State to our potential, I believe we would have 
College from southeastern Oklahoma was only lost one game. I guess we will chalk 
a cake walk. Some strong pitching and it up as a learning experience and move 
huge bats led us to an easy 5-inning 17-3 on. In any event, it was great to be able 
victory. After a quick lunch, we played to play ball in a climate like this. 
Sauk Valley C.C. out of Illinois. In one 3/28/97 
of the better games so far, we took a 1-1 Back in Boone now. We drove 
tie into the seventh when we came up straight through, and this time I slept 
with two important runs to seal the 3-1 some. I think it was Smitty's music that 
win, upping our record to 6-2. did it. All in all, it was a trip worthwhile. 
A short supper and a walk to the gas Although it was much more expensive 
station down the road to call the family than 1 can afford at this time, the baseball 
were the -only things left to do tonight. was great! 
By Jon Yanders 
Bear Facts Staff 
The DMACC girls softball team ven- 
tured down to Panama City, Florida, 
where they expected to play in a softball 
tournament. When the team arrived, they 
discovered that wasn't to be the case. 
They drove hundreds of miles and 
checked into a hotel that was only five 
minutes away from the field the team be- 
lieved was the tournament field. Appar-
ently there was a mix-up in communica- 
tion about the field to be hosting the tour- 
nament. The hotel the team thought was 
only five minutes from the game field was 
actually three and a half hours away. 
The team that was hosting the tour- 
nament wasn't there either. They left to 
play in another tournament. "They told 
me that they mailed the diierent location 
to me, but I never got if" said head coach 
Kim Carlsen. 
But the team was able to make the best 
of the situation. They enjoyed their 
spring break in Florida although they 
would have liked to haved played the 
softball tournament that they traveled for. 
Nearly 14% of DMACC Boone 
students from outside Iowa 
By Joe Siple 
Contributing Writer 
There may be some unfamiliar faces in sas, has over a nine hour drive to his 
the crowd for the natives here at DMACC hometown. At present, he is a basketball 
Boone campus. This is because pere is a player for DMACC. His discovery of 
surprisingly high number of opt-of-state DMACC is different than the others. 
students attending. DMACC is filled While living in Arkansas, he met Terry 
students who are from parts far away Jamieson. At the time, our Athletic Di- 
1 
from Iowa. i rector was a state trooper. Jamieson 
Chadd Clarey is o$ example. He ended up recruiting Chris after being 
was born and raised 151 Rochester, MN, hired at the Boone Campus Athletic Di- 
where he attended high school. This is rector, and they both found their place 
about three hours away from Boone by here. 

car. He found out about DMACC Out-of-state students such as these are 

through John Smith, the long-time base- no rarity at the DMACC Boone Campus. 

ball coach for the Boone Campus. As of now there are 141 students who are 

Nearly six-hundred miles from Boone not from Iowa. This number includes 71 
is a town called ()conto, WI, That is international students and 70 other out- 
where Ryan Ziesmer calls home. He too, of-state students. 
found out about DMACC from John Clarey, Ziesmer and Braun are just a 
Smith when Smith offered him a baseball few examples of the many out-of-state 
scholarship. students here. As the list continues to 
Chris Braun, of Van Baren, Arkan- grow, DMACC continues to grow with it. 
I BUFFET li All me P h .  Spaghetti, Salad Bar. Potato 1 Wedges, Soup. Cheese Bread Sticks, and Streusel Dessert You Can Eat! $ 
I 
avn- 7%) 
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(predictions for fools during a backward month) 
by Nnylrahc 
Allow me to introduce the toddler, Jennifer Gorinan, who has been referred to 
many times through out the year. 
Jennifer, alias "Jail break Janna," so named by her brothers, can escape from her 
crib in 19 seconds. She says phrases such as "Daniel did it," of course, Daniel did 
everything, "Butthead," and "What are you doing?" 
She does toddler things like opening a bottle of lotion ,dumping it out on the bed 
and smearing it in her hair. That's one way to get a bubble bath, one of the things she 
loves to do. Every bath she decides among jasmine, vanilla, or raspberry scented 
bubble bath. A child can be kept happy a long time with a five dollar bottle of bubbles. 
It's proven that all toddlers go out of their way to make messes. They pull the 
stuffing out of things, dump cereal on the floor, shovebooks and papers onto the floor, 
spread food on the floor, and throw stuffed rabbits in the toilet. 
It's also such a joy when they do things like help big brother put laundry in the 
basket or bring you a book to read to them and actually listen to it. 
Jennifer is all girl. She wants to wear mom's lidstick and blush. She prefers to 
wear dresses and her good shoes. It's a joy to watch her grow up. I just wish she 
didn't do it so fast. 
Capricorn 
What a mess! Not only is your life topsy furvy right now, but you have to deal with living in 
the fast lane. Let me help you out. PEE IT ON! Do a lot in a little bit of time. Believe me, soon %'& &% dUlRBZenpugh you will burn yourself out and then you will have time to enjoy yourself. 
Aquarius 
If strange voices are whispering in your ear to expand your horizons, just ignore them. It is 
just easier to shut yourself off and hide in your bedroom closet. Make sure you avoid running in By Woo-Im Jang 
to new opportunities. Look at it this way, maybe if you never change, you'll never age. Bear Facts StaffPisces An easy beef recipe for your dinner 
Once again, you've been hit with that motivation bug. Cut it out! At this rate you will become 
some sort of do-gooder out to save the world. Here's some advice; the world doesn't need any Most Americans enjoy away-from- takes around 30 minutes: 
more bleeding hearts, so just go hug a tree somewhere and leave the rest of us to ow  troubles. (48%) of Satay style beef andpasta 
Aries Americans eat at home, but 52% eat 
Go ahead. Ignore the money. You know it just grows on trees, SO spend, spend, spend. away-from-home. 
Money always finds it's way back to you. Use whatever resources and means necessary to just DOyou know what kind of food they 
have a good time. Don't wony maybe some Pisces will come bail you out. choose away from home? They usually 
Taurus select more chicken and pork than beef. 
There are some angry people out there trying to cloud up your day. They are all around so be why does American choose less beef! 
on the look out. When you find them, this is what you should do: 1) Insult their mother. 2) Punch B~~~~~~ they think beef has more 
them twice in the nose and once in the stomach. 3) Run away. This should do the trick. cholesterol and high saturated fat.Gemini Actually, beef has less cholesterol andIt's time to stop smelling the roses. You need to wake up, get your head out of the clouds, and 
jump into the.now. Nothing comes from any kind of imagination so just accept the fact that has almost the same saturated fat when 
creativity is not necessary for success. This advice should take you far. Especially on the job. Oz. loin beef and 
Cancer breast according to National Cattlemen's 
What can I say to a crab that it doesn't already know? Think about it. Beef Association Ad Department. 
Leo Also, beef increases the flavored in 
Once again you've let your feelings run amuck. Haven't you already learned that nothing turkey ham. If you choose loin and roast 
comes from self expression? Apparently not because you just keep trying to make friends when beef, it's good for your health. However, 
you know you shouldn't. You were meant to be alone. you need to avoid rib or chuck beef for 
Virgo avoiding the cholesterol and saturated fat 
Disillusionment is setting in and you are becoming the zoo keeper to the wild animals of life. level in your blood. You can enjoy beef in 
Don't allow yourself to be such a sucker. By helping others you are missing out on having your your dinner, 
own good time. Go ahead and lose those responsibilities and have a little fun. I dare you. 
Libra 
This is your month to become a star. You need to do what you can, step on who you can and 
scratch your way to the top. Whether it's local, national, or universal, you are going to be the 
biggest thing to hit the scene since the food dehydrator! Take my word for it. 
Scorpio 
This month you will be forced to make a large decision. When you come to the proverbial fork 
in the road you will need to choose between the road "less traveled" and he more common 
expressway. I say take the expressway and don't try to be a hero. There is no need for any heart-
stopping, gut-wrenching decisions when you can just take someone else's answer. 
Sagittarius 
If you decide to take the advice of loved ones you will be falling into a trap. It is best to just 
stand like a stick in the mud, and try not to attract attention to yourself. If you don't look them in 
the eye, they won't attack. Wear a lot of-brownsandgreens to blend inid yoiu' surroundings. 
Let us locate your next 
apartment at no charge. 
1-114 pound boneless beef top sirloin or 
top round steak, cut 1 inch thick. 
5 tablespoons teriyaki sauce 
2 tablespoons creamy peanut butter 
118 to 114 teaspoon ground ginger 
118 to 114 teaspoon crushed red pepper 
6 ounces dryvermicelli or thin spaghetti 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
112 cup seeded and chopped cucumber 
1. Cut beef steak lengthwise in half and 
then crosswise into 118 inch thick strips. 
In medium bowl, combine beef and 2 
tablespoons teriyalu sauce; toss to coat. 
2. In small bowl, combine remaining 3 
tablespoons teriyaki sauce, peanut; 1 
tablespoon water, ginger and red pepper: 
Cook pasta in salted boiling water 
according to package directions; drain 
and rinse. Toss pasta with peanut butter 
mixture to coat; keep warm. 
3. Meanwhile in large nonstick slullet or 
wok, heat oil over medium-high heat 
until hot. Add beef (1/2 at a time) and 
stir-fry 1 to 2 minutes or until outside 
surface is no longer pink. @o not 
overcook.) Add to pasta; toss lightly. 
Sprinkle with chopped cucumber. Serve 
immediately (Makes 4 servings). 
National Cattlemen 's Beef Association 
Ad Department. 
